Partial text of the Vice President's speech at Notre Dame Nov. 1

Editor's note: Reproduced below are excerpts from the prepared text of Vice President Bush's speech.

The campaign is in its final week and we're close to decision day. So this is a good time to let the smoke lift from the battlefield and talk about what the fight is really all about.

There have been a lot of charges and countercharges the past few weeks, been some painting in broad strokes - and that's not all bad. In fact, it was inevitable. We are fighting for something big here - the future of a great nation. And some of the differences between my opponent and me are so deep and wide they demand broad strokes. On taxes, crime and America's place in the world, you could probably call the distance between us "the great divide."

It's not a divide that has to do with different degrees of conviction. At the last debate I was asked all of a sudden to and I said with conviction that I think he is a sincere man with sincere beliefs. But those beliefs are totally different, different in their assumptions and different in their implications. And it seems to me, after six months of a hard fought campaign, that what it all comes down to is this: One of us represents the American mainstream - and one of us does not. One of us holds mainstream views and stands for mainstream values - and one of us does not. And "mainstream" isn't just the middle - it's the big, full-hearted center, it's the traditions and the faith and the beliefs that have guided this country for 200 years.

I know how to get peace. And I know how to keep it. I know that strength and clarity lead to peace, that weakness and ambivalence lead to war. My opponent's view? Far as I can make out he views American strength with anxiety and America's role with ambivalence.

I am wary of taxes; I don't like them; I will not raise them. My opponent is not, does, and will. Why the difference? I think I see more clearly that the economic engine runs better with lower taxes. I see the father and mother at the dinner table counting up the bills and realizing again that "the power to tax is the power to destroy." I know it's a tough call for some, but I believe that the death penalty is a fair and just punishment for crimes of extraordinary cruelty and violence, particularly involving the death of police officers. My opponent does not.

But to get the true size of what divides us you have to go back in time. I came to power with Ronald Reagan only eight years ago, but it was another world. The economy had been sinking, and so were our hopes that we'd continue as a force in the world. For me, the symbol of the era was the helicopters sinking in the sand of Desert One. I recall this with no pleasure: those were painful times.

But we rolled up our sleeves and sent out a message: "The slide stops now - the comeback begins today." We lowered taxes, forced down inflation, cut the rate of government spending and cut regulation. The result: the greatest, most expansive peacetime economic boom in American history.

Do you know what our opponents said about what we were doing? They said we'd ruin the economy. They said we'd cause massive unemployment. But now, as you know, unemployment is at a historic low. They said we'd cause massive inflation. Now it's a third of what it was.

Our job now is to see that the economy isn't tied to the old business cycle but breaks free, so the boom isn't followed by ...
Endorsements stir debate and complaints

What do we know that you don’t know?

Many people have a hard time understanding newspaper endorsements. No, it’s not a reading problem; most newspapers are written for the seventh grade level anyway. Even the New York Times is only a ninth-grade newspaper.

Endorsements fall under the broader category of what are called “house eds” by newspaper people. Whenever you see something on the Viewpoint page signed by The Observer, it’s a house editorial.

I guess the problem is why the opinion of a few newspaper people is worth more than yours or any reader’s. It’s not, really. Publishing house editors is one of the perks of being a newspaper publisher. Since the Editor-in-Chief and the General Board are sole and actual publishers of The Observer, we have the right to run our opinions as long as they are clearly labeled as our opinions.

Our opinion is probably worth something. After all, all of us on the Editorial Board (which writes house eds) read the newspaper every day and are reasonably knowledgeable about political and campus affairs. Granted, we are not as cognizant of Representative John Hiller’s voting record as some local residents. But, we do not raise an opinion until we have done some research into things like voting records and stands on issues. Sad but true, I think that puts us ahead of a majority of the electorate.

The Observer is at a bit of a disadvantage on house editorials since ours are written by committee, while most newspapers have one editor writing – and the publisher approving – house editorials. Since everyone on the Editorial Board has a chance to edit the copy before it’s pasted in the paper, a house ed often comes off as sounding watered down.

Of course, this does not excuse us from the blame. Every time a house ed runs everyone even remotely associated with The Observer seems to get lots of opinions thrown at them about how wrong The Observer is. Not that most Observelites have much control over the house eds even the nine members of the Editorial Board who write them are usually not completely satisfied with them. After nine editors change a house ed it usually has become something no one totally agrees with but, something everyone can live with.

But all the complaints we get on endorsements and editorials actually show that they are working. An endorsement is not meant to change the readers’ minds. No newspaper does that.

What an endorsement does is spark debate. It allows all those Ward and Dukakis supporters to go out and convince all their fellow readers that The Observer is a conservative rag and that their candidates are the truth, the way and the light. That’s the point, and judging from the phone calls and comments I’ve been receiving, the endorsement has served its purpose admirably.
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Urban Plunge draws record applications

By MAURA KRAUSE
Staff Reporter

A record 475 students have registered to participate in the Urban Plunge this January, up from 287 who took part in the program last year.

The Urban Plunge is designed to allow students to "see the poor and meet the social service people dedicated to helping the poor," said Sue Cunningham, the Urban Plunge Coordinator.

The program, described by Cunningham as "the best program going anywhere" is not "designed to try and cause students to change their major and life plans to serve the poor."

The Plunge just strives "for people to go on in life and remember the poor. The program is just supposed to be seeing the poor, and although it is ideal to do a little hands on experience in a soup kitchen, that may not happen," said Cunningham.

Most of the students who have participated in the Plunge describe their experience as unforgettable.

Michelle Soper, a junior who took the plunge last year while in Dallas for the Cotton Bowl, describes the Plunge as, "very eye opening. It helped me to be more aware of the problems of the homeless and the fact that there actually are people who don't have a place to live. I now see the homeless as individual people, not just a stereotyped group."

Ken Bouley, a junior who also 'took the plunge' last year has nothing but praises for the program.

Said Bouley, "I stayed two nights with an inner city family in Roxbury, an area outside of Boston, and I got to experience a totally different lifestyle. It gave me the sense that the people of the inner cities are real people with real problems, most of whom are being forgotten by our government."

The Urban Plunge is taken as a one credit satisfactory/unsatisfactory course within the theology department. Participating in the plunge, writing a follow up paper and attending a follow up discussion earns a satisfactory grade.

"The Plunge is open to all students of both Notre Dame and Saint Mary's. Students can register as often as they like, but, "students can't do the Plunge three times expecting to add the credits up to a theology requirement. Each year the Plunge is a different course number," said Cunningham.

Because of the large number of students registered to attend, the coordinators are experiencing a shortage of sites, and are "working diligently and hatching yet another way to be able to place everyone. Four new sites have been added to the already large number of sites all across the country, from Boston to L.A.," said Cunningham.
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Free flu shots offered by University Health Services

By NATE FITZGERALD  
News staff

Free flu shots are being offered to all Notre Dame students and faculty through Thursday. The shots will be administered today from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. in the Laetare Student Center.

The first year in office, most are worried about the ability of the economy to keep the White House in Republican hands. This month and the Reagan administration said Tuesday that its forecast could prove too optimistic a year ago, a sluggish performance which analysts expect will continue because of widespread overbuilding of offices and other commercial space.

Top policy-makers at the Federal Reserve met behind closed doors Tuesday to map monetary strategy for the next two months. Analysts say the expected no dramatic moves to boost interest rates primarily because the signs of economic slowdown had eased fears that inflation was getting out of control.

For those who cannot make it to either location this week, free shots will still be available for free at the Student Health Center as long as supplies last.

Economy signals slower growth

WASHINGTON — The government said Tuesday that its chief economic forecasting gauge dipped 0.1 percent in September, the third decline in the past five months.

Edward Brennan, chief economist of the Commerce Department’s Index of Leading Indicators was signaling slower growth but probably no recession for next year.

The 0.1 percent September decline followed drops of 0.7 percent in both May and July. Often, three consecutive monthly declines have been the signal of an impending recession.

But the latest declines have been interspersed with large monthly gains, including a revised 0.5 percent increase in August and a sizable 1.5 percent advance in June, the biggest gain since late 1986.

After smoothing out the big month-to-month swings, analysts said the leading index was indicating a slowing of the robust economic growth of the past year.

“There is absolutely no question that the economy is slowing down,” said Lawrence Chimerine, chief economist of the W.E.F. Group, an economic consulting firm. “The only question is whether this slowdown will lead into a recession.”

Chimerine said he believed a recession can be avoided over the next 12 months to 18 months, although he said this forecast could prove too optimistic if consumer spending slows more than expected or if the dollar comes under further sharp pressure from foreigners worried about the ability of the next administration to deal with budget and trade deficits.

If foreigners suddenly decide they no longer want to buy U.S. debt, that would force U.S. interest rates higher and could push the country into a downturn, said Chimerine.

The recovery from the 1981-82 recession completes a peacetime record of six years with no recession this month and the Reagan administration is hopeful this performance will persuade voters to keep the White House in Republican hands.

While many economists once believed that the new president would face a recession in his first year in office, most are now predicting the downturn will not occur until 1990 at the earliest.
Bush leads polls with one week left

Associated Press

George Bush campaigned like a president-to-be Tuesday, saying he hoped for a meeting with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev soon after moving into the Oval Office, while Demo­crat Michael Dukakis said "Made in America" was the only label he cared about as he bid for union support.

The polls one week before Election Day showed Bush a solid leader, and the contrast in campaign styles between the front-runger and the underdog couldn't have been plainer.

The vice president struck an above-the-fray pose in a speech at the University of Notre Dame, saying he wanted to meet Gorbachev for a "serious and direct examination" of superpower relations.

The GOP presidential nominee also pledged to appoint "moderate persons of conservative views" to the Su­preme Court.

Dukakis was in the political trenches, blending his appeal for blue collar support with an attack on alleged Republican influence peddling.

"As president, I'm not going to stand up for the sharp operators, I'm going to stand up for the labor operators and machine operators," he said.

The Dukakis campaign also unveiled a new one-minute ad centering on the theme "The Rich Get Richer" and claiming Dukakis' tax proposals would be fairer to the middle class.

Dukakis' aids said their private polls pointed to a race that was narrowing. Privately, some Democrats expressed doubts, while ABC said its sur­vey of the rest of its audience of 12,000 people, but he told the rest of his audience of 2,000 that he had come to expect it as a part of life on the camp­aign trail.

At a sideeffect to the cam­aign, a top Bush fund-raiser denounced as "rotten" a report implying that he was trying to use his position to land a public position to land a public

CAMPAIGN COSTS

Federal funds authorized for presidential general election campaign.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Candidate 1</th>
<th>Candidate 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Carter, Ford</td>
<td>Reagan, Carter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980*</td>
<td>Reagan, Carter</td>
<td>Reagan, Mondale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Reagan, Mondale</td>
<td>Dukakis, Bush</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figures do not include federal funds authorized for primaries, party conventions and total matching funds.

Source: Federal Election Commission
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Four engineering faculty
named to endowed chairs

Special to The Observer

Four Notre Dame faculty in the College of Engineering have been appointed to newly endowed chairs by University Provost Timothy O'Meara. The faculty are William Gray, professor of civil engineering; Ruey-wen Liu, professor of electrical engineering; Thomas Mueller, professor of aerospace and mechanical engineering and Arvind Varma, professor of chemical engineering.

These appointments are a tribute to the strength of our faculty in the College of Engineering. These four professors have made outstanding contributions to the body of knowledge in each of their fields," O'Meara said.

"They also have demonstrated leadership within the engineering faculty and exceptional dedication as teachers. I am honored to announce their appointments," he said.

According to Anthony Michel, McCloskey dean of the College of Engineering, the four appointments have increased the number of endowed chairs to five apiece within the college, or 19 percent of the entire college faculty. "The diversity of fields in which these professors are working, the breadth of emphasis of these endowed chairs, attests to the uniform high quality of our engineering faculty," he added.

Gray, a specialist in water resources, will hold the Massman Chair in Civil Engineering. A native of San Francisco, he received his bachelor's degree in civil engineering from the University of California at Davis. He holds both master's and doctoral degrees in chemical engineering from Princeton University, where for nine years he was a member of the faculty in the Department of Civil Engineering until he came to Notre Dame in 1984.

Mr. Massman's appointment is part of a larger national effort through the American Society for Engineering Education to revolutionize the way engineering is taught. He will serve as director of engineering research and graduate studies. He is currently chairman of the Department of Civil, Chemical and Environmental Engineering.

Liu is a specialist in circuits and systems, and his research focuses on the theory of non-linear circuits and systems, automatic control theory and high-speed data transmission. He has written more than 100 journal articles, conference papers and invited lectures on these and related subjects.

Mueller, a member of the Notre Dame faculty since 1965, has been named Roth-Gibson professor of aerospace engineering. A native of Chicago, he received his bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering from the Illinois Institute of Technology and his doctorate from the University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana. His five years in the Aerospace Research Aerodynamics laboratory have centered on the aerodynamics of sophisticated small and low-speed aircraft—specifically low Reynolds number aerodynamics—with applications in remotely piloted vehicles, sailplanes, ultralight manned aircraft and powered aircraft. A better understanding of how air flows around the wings of aircraft at low speeds will help engineers improve the design and enhance the performance of this type of aircraft.

A prolific scholar, Mueller has written a book on low Reynolds number aerodynamics and chapters in more than 100 invited lectures and seminars in the United States, Western Europe, Japan and Taiwan. He is a fellow of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and has served with the College of Engineering as director of engineering research and graduate studies.

Varma, a native of India and a United States citizen who holds bachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees in electrical engineering from the University of Illinois, is a specialist in circuits and systems, and his research interests are in the theory of linear circuits and systems, and his research advances of Water Resources. He has written more than 90 research papers and invited lectures on chemical engineering. He has also presented more than 30 invited lectures and seminars in the United States, Western Europe, Japan and Taiwan. He is a fellow of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and has served with the College of Engineering as chairman of the Department of Civil, Chemical and Environmental Engineering.

Varma, a native of India and a United States citizen, has been named Arthur J. Schmitt professor of chemical engineering. He completed his doctorate in the Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering in 1964, and he has served 13 years in the aerospace industry.

He is a fellow of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers and is a recipient of an Inti-American Fellowship and a Fulbright Scholar Award.


The Frank M. Freimann Chair memorializes a pioneer in the electronics industry. Mr. Freimann served the college of engineering as chairman of the Department of Civil, Chemical and Environmental Engineering.

The Frank M. Freimann Chair memorializes a pioneer in the electronics industry. Mr. Freimann served the college of engineering as chairman of the Department of Civil, Chemical and Environmental Engineering.

The Freimann Chair memorializes a pioneer in the electronics industry. Mr. Freimann served the college of engineering as chairman of the Department of Civil, Chemical and Environmental Engineering.

The Roth-Gibson Chair in Civil Engineering was established by William and Patricia Gibson Roth in honor of their parents, Paul and Katrina Roth and Loren and Ruth Gibson. Mr. Roth, a 1960 Notre Dame alumnus, is chairman, president and chief executive of Bravo Corp., a construction and engineering company based in Pittsburgh. He also serves the University as a member of the advisory council for the College of Engineering.

The Arthur J. Schmitt Chair in Engineering memorializes an engineer, inventor and educational philanthropist who, although he never completed high school, held 13 patents and contributed significantly to the growth of the electronics industry. At the age of 36, he established a firm in Chicago that became an international venture, the American Phenolic Corp. This corporation helped revolutionize the telecommunications industry, specifically in the area of electrical insulation and wire strippers.

The Cushwa Center for the Study of American Catholicism presents

"CATHOLICISM AND THE CONTROL OF CULTURE IN BOSTON, 1900-1920"

by Professor Paula Kane of Texas A & M University

Thursday, November 3, 1988, 4:15
Library Lounge

IMELDA FACES ARRAIGNMENT

Despite near-freezing weather, former Philippine first lady Imelda Marcos is coatless and dressed in an evening gown as she arrives in New York Federal Court Monday for arraignment on embezzlement and racketeer- ing charges.

AP Photo

For more information call any 1st Source Banking Center.
Carnival of Careers to be held tomorrow at SMC

Special to The Observer

Students from both St. Mary's and Notre Dame will have an opportunity to gain information on future careers, volunteer, and internship possibilities at the fifth annual Carnival of Careers tomorrow. The carnival will take place at St. Mary's College in the Angela Athletic Facility, from 3-6 p.m.

The event features representatives from several different organizations offering post-graduation opportunities, internships, and summer jobs. Eastman Kodak, IBM, and First National Bank of Chicago are just a few of the represented businesses available to offer career and job information. Over thirty hospitals and Medical Centers will be present for nursing, as well as non-nursing, majors.

In addition, the Archdiocese of Chicago and Great Lakes Association for Teacher Placement can be found for those pursuing careers in the educational systems. The FBI and IRS are two of the represented Government Offices.

A brochure will be made available to students listing the individual organizations, the types of positions offered, and the cities within which they hold offices.

The majority of the organizations are from Chicago and its surrounding suburbs: Michigan, Ohio, and Indiana. Many of the firms represent large national corporations.

Carnival of Careers is sponsored by St. Mary's student government, senior, junior, and sophomore boards; and the Career and Counseling Development Center. It provides an opportunity for networking and general information gathering.

American Red Cross

Now Hiring full time experienced waitresses able to start at 3 pm and part time banquet waitresses. Apply 2-5 pm 1412 South Bend Ave.

ELIZABETH ARDEN presents...

“Student Holiday Clinic”

L.S. Ayres

University Park Mall Nov. 9-12
10AM to 6PM

Elizabeth Arden has set aside time for you to experience the benefits of a mini day at the Salon. We will treat you to a personal skin analysis and treatment consultation as well as a professional manicure. For a fee of 25.00 redeemable in Elizabeth Arden products at University Park. A limited number of appointments are available. Reserve your time and date by calling or stopping by the Elizabeth Arden counter today. University Park (219) 277-2950 ext. 2264

Doyle, Paese boycott Bush's speech

By MATT GALLAGHER

Student Body President Tom Doyle and Vice President Mike Paese did not attend yesterday's lecture by Vice President George Bush as a result of the controversy surrounding the distribution of tickets for the event.

"When it came down to it, we felt that the whole situation wasn't fair for the typical Notre Dame student," Doyle said.

Doyle referred to problems surrounding the distribution of tickets on Monday. Student Activities circulated flyers noting the time of distribution as noon, but actual ticket distribution began at 8 a.m., allowing certain students with privileged information an advantage in securing tickets. "We felt it wasn't fair for us to attend when the average Notre Dame or Saint Mary's student didn't have the same chance," Doyle said.

Doyle said he was glad that Bush chose to visit Notre Dame. "It was good for the University. It shows that the political excitement is there," Doyle said.

An orthodox Jew casts his vote in Tel Aviv yesterday morning during the General election in Israel. (See related story below.)

Israeli elections go down to the wire, Likud leads

Associated Press

JERUSALEM. The right-wing Likud bloc and left-leaning Labor Party dueled head to head in Tuesday's parliamenary elections with the small religious parties holding the balance of power.

Likud leader Yitzhak Shamir appeared to have the edge in forming a ruling coalition and said he was convinced he could stay on as prime minister with the help of the religious parties.

But Foreign Minister Shimon Peres said his Labor Party still had a chance of luring religious parties into a Labor-led coalition.

The election was widely viewed as a crossroads in determining the future of the occupied territories and shaping Israel's policy for dealing with its hostile Arab neighbors. A Palestinian insurrection has gone on for months in the occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip, claiming the lives of more than 300 Palestinians and 10 Israelis.

Labor advocated an international conference to talk peace with the Arabs and proposed sacrificing some of the occupied land for a negotiated settlement. Likud opposed both.

Intense negotiations were expected to take place behind the scenes Wednesday, with Labor leaders wooing the Shas party, projected to be the largest religious party with six seats. With 95 percent of the 4,800 polling stations reporting, Israel army radio said Likud was projected to get 39 seats and Labor 30 in the 120-seat Knesset, or parliament.

Likud and small right-wing parties together would have 46 seats. Labor and small leftist parties would have 36.

That would mean that Labor and its allies would not have enough votes to block formation of a coalition between Likud and the religious parties, which appear more ideologically attuned to Likud and are forecast to get 18 seats.

Israel television's exit polls predicted Likud would have an edge in forming a governing coalition.

A smiling Shamir told supporters at campaign headquarters he believed Likud could get together a majority of 61 seats.

"Based on the facts we have before us, it seems that the situtation commands and enables the Likud to form Israel's next government," Shamir said in a nationally televised speech.

In a later TV interview, Shamir opposed the idea of a national unity government like the one formed after 1984 elections ended in deadlock, with Labor winning 44 and Likud 41 seats.

The 65-year-old Peres, grim-faced, said at Labor headquarters his party was still in contention.

"The results of the election are not yet final," he said.

He urged his followers, "Let's not lose faith, and let's consider the options for forming a government in the next 24 hours."

Peres noted that for Likud to win, it would have to join with the Moledet, or Homeland party. The party headed by former Gen. Rehavam Zeevi advocates transferring the 1.5 million million Palestinians from the occupied lands to Arab countries.

Labor officials noted that Rabbi Yitzhak Peretz of the Shas, a party oriented toSephardic Jews of Middle East origin, left the door open to a possible alliance with Labor.

The 85-year-old Shamir conceded that forming a government "would not be easy" and negotiations might last for days.

In an obvious bid to woo religious parties, Shamir said Likud had never opposed a key Orthodox demand to limit religious conversions to those approved by Orthodox rabbis.

An orthodox Jew casts his vote in Tel Aviv yesterday morning during the General election in Israel.
bust but is more like rolling thunder.

In foreign affairs we built up our defenses, walked unbowed to the bargaining table and asked the Soviets to join us. When they refused we continued to rebuild, knowing that if overturns wouldn't work, strength would.

It did. They came to the table, and the talks that followed produced the first agreement to ban a whole generation of nuclear weapons.

Eight years ago we took on the status quo and challenged the defeatism that others called deep thinking. Sometimes they called us radical, and in truth we did seem different. But what we led wasn't a revolution but a return -a return to common sense, basic truths, and timeless values.

Has it all been triumph? No.

Some­

try to work with them. But if we raise more revenues, the change will be the desire of the liberals in Congress; they will take more. I won't accept big new spending. I am pledged to those reforms. But I will not tear the budget by gutting defense.

I will not raise your taxes, and for three good reasons: you're not undertaxed - a tax hike would slow the economy - and if we raise more revenues, the Congress will just treat it as more money to spend.

I won't accept big new spending. I may have a difference with the Congress on this, I will try to work with them. But if the people vote for me on November 8th to keep taxes and spending down, and Congress doesn't listen to the will of the people, then I'll have to use the veto.

I won't allow what seems to be the desire of the liberals in Congress to "Europeanize" the American economy. By that, I mean tying it up with so many rules, regulations, mandates and tax forms that it grows muscle-bound and can no longer move or grow. It would be ironic if we did this to ourselves just as our European neighbors are doing by emulating us.

I won't let anyone balance the budget by cutting defense. I'll have to make tough calls on setting priorities in defense spending. I am pledged to those money-saving, Pentagon changes.

But I will not tear down the build-up that was the parent of our current peace! I mean to keep us strong while keeping my ol' businessman's eye on the bottom line. I respect bottom lines I just know they're not the only line that matters.

Those are the things I won't do. But leadership is more "will" than "won't," and I want you to know exactly what I will do.

I will be an activist president. I want this job because I want to do things.

I will continue to build a strong defense.

I will pursue more progress with the Soviet Union.

I will work with Congress to strike an agreement on a flexible budget freeze to get spending under control.

I will move, here at home, to halt the pollution of our environment and do more to clean up our lakes and rivers and oceans and air.

I will appoint a strong cabinet - a vigorous new leadership to build on our progress to try new approaches and new ideas.

I will work with governors, Congress and educators to set high standards for our schools, to reward success and increase educational opportunity especially for the poor.

I will continue to speak for and push for a return of solid values, including respect and non-violence.

There are other questions before us. I have spoken of the kinder, gentler nation, and I plan to speak about it for the next eight years.

And I start from this premise: In America these days there is prosperity -and that's good, even if it does sometimes upset the fringe liberals. But, when it comes to the things that are the stern old Calvinist who was up all night worrying that someone sensible was out of bed.

Wealth isn't bad in and of itself but it's not an end and of itself either. It just a beginning.

The percentage of our people who are poor has gone down significantly during the economic expansion of the last six years. But because our population is growing, the absolute number has grown. And what about them?

We can't go back to the old ways of trying to buy our way out of the problem. We tried that for decades, for generations and it didn't work. I'm not going to become president just to indulge some more failures.

But I'm not going to turn away from this problem just because so far it's been unsolvable.

The Oval Office required an unflappable president.

I ask for your support; I need your vote because there is no one who cares about you. Tell the teachers and the lawyers and the bus drivers - everyone, now, tell them: Why should I be the one to put my country first when the country seems to be putting itself last? No more razzle dazzle. No more "I'm the candidate you've never seen before. No more promises. No more expectations. No more razzle dazzle. No more "I'm the candidate you've never seen before. No more promises. No more expectations. No more."

But I'll try to be fair; I'll try to be wise; and I'll listen.

I know how to get peace and I know how to keep it," the vice president said, vowing to work with the Soviet Union to promote world peace.

I will be an activist president. I know they're not the only line that matters.

And now you must choose your side in the great divide.

I support for your support; I need your vote because there is no one who cares about you.
Debate format in need of reform

As far as conventions and advertising goes, voting is not to have a direct line of influence. Public funding pays for a good part of the staging of a convention. In the past, we might again become meaningful arenas for substantive dis- cussion, and the cost, of course, adds to the burden of the network executives, who are in turn pawns of their corporate sponsors. Voters ought to demand that conventions be broadcast only on public tele­vision. As the networks themselves plan to cut back on convention coverage, a move to PBS might be ex­pected anyway.

The use of advertising is tricky to reform, since it involves questions of first amendment jurisprudence. But perhaps the federal elections commis­sion could stipulate that no matching funds be used for advertising. Here, again, PBS might help by offer­ing the candidates, free of charge, lengthy slots of time in which they could carefully and responsibly spell out their positions on the issues.

Reform won’t return us to the pre­television days. In the light of the per­formance of sound bites and one liners, voters need to ask themselves whether they want to pick the best actor or the best leader. But I do believe that the reforms I’ve suggested have real po­tential since they rely on the two most significant elements in elections—the parties and the voters themselves. It’s about time we rescued the future of American politics, the media’s role in the process, and the role of the American people in the process.

Chris Devron

El Salvadoran talks planned

Dear Editor:

Last spring, a group of nine people from Notre Dame-South Bend Center for Social Concerns about times and places when meetings will be held.

We were allowed an unusual insight into our situation. Mario and Maria, two people from the grassroots of El Salvador, are here to view the reality of our situation and to share with us some of theirs. Please take this opportunity to talk with them to better understand this important perspective on El Salvador. Contact the Center for Social Concerns about times and places when meetings will be held.

Pete Morgan

Alumni Hall

Oct. 31, 1988

Donnesbury

Governor Dukakis, you're never going to get away with that! The campaign is over, how do you expect to get away with that? Oh, but what if George Bush, now, he's got to be careful of what he's saying... What do you mean? If that's what you're implying, I'll be careful. You're not going to be able to catch me at that, are you? Because I'm not going to be caught at that.

Garry Trudeau

P.O. Box Q

Quote of the Day

"Just because an article may never be read does not mean it is not worth sending."

Segaki
The parties themselves, who control the debates, ought to insist on a new format.

What the administration has done to our academic lives with the honor code is inconsistent with the way they regulate our social lives.

The philosophy of the administration is another example of the regulation of our social lives. The University has dictated the rules at Notre Dame, he was sent a packet of papers that he had to sign. In this packet, he would have learned that only briefly explained the honor code and asked for a signature. Thinking that these were standard forms showing that the entering freshmen would be exposed to a student interaction on campus. At 2 a.m. it is bedtime for the well-balanced person.
A collection of Sandi Patti's greatest hits.

Sandi Patti brought her "Praise Glorious" JACC Tuesday evening.

Calling all poets

Special to The Observer

The John Keats Poetry Prize of $100 has been established by New American Poets as an annual award open to all U.S. college students.

In addition to the Keats Prize, three categories have been established as book award prizes (chosen at the discretion of the award director) plus publication.

The deadline for entries is Nov. 30, and the entry requirement is $1 per poem. Submissions should be limited to no more than five poems. Work must be previously unpublished, traditional rhyme forms or contemporary free verse; no length limit, no en-

trance forms necessary. Name and address should be on each typed, legibly printed or photocopied sheet. SASE required. Publication Spring issue of New American Poets. First North American Serial Rights acquired.

Submit entries to New American Poets, 2396 Sennottown Road, Gap, Pennsylvania 17527. The award director is Dominic Tomasetti.

New American Poets is an emerging poetry quarterly emphasizing contemporary poets and poetry, criticism and line drawings. Chapbook format. Copyrighted. Further information available upon request.

Social issues seminars

AMY ECKERT

A record number of Notre Dame students spent their midsemester breaks learning about social issues through seminars held in Washington, D.C. and Appalachia. The seminars, offered every semester, are sponsored by the Center for Social Concerns and the theology program.

Once in Washington, D.C., the students met with representatives from our govern-

ment and foreign government.

They discussed international concerns with diplomats at the Soviet and South African embassies, and also met with U.S. negotiators from the State Department, the Pentagon and a CIA representative. The students also talked to some special interest groups, such as Greenpeace. Cultural activities, such as sightseeing and a play at the Kennedy Center, were also part of the agenda.

The Notre Dame students participating in the Appalachian seminar went to six locations throughout Kentucky and West Virginia. The students had a chance to work in day care centers and perform manual labor such as painting, cleaning, and repairing roofs. Taking part in hoe-downs and potluck dinners with Appalachian residents also helped them to absorb the culture of the region.

Affleck said that the seminars were intended to enable students to compare what they saw and learned with their own lives and faith. "We hope they learn that doing good in the world," he said.

REGIS COCCIA

accompany writer

A new and different sound at the JACC

The Washington, D.C. and Appalachia seminars will be offered again next semester, along with a seminar in Northern Ireland. Due to the large number of applicants this semester, students were given priority by class. If you are interested in participating, it is therefore recommended that you apply early.
Basketball Tickets
Special to The Observer

Season basketball ticket distribution begins today with the senior class.

Student should bring their copy of the ticket application and the balance due on the price of the tickets to Gate III of the Joyce ACC after 1 p.m.

According to ticket manager Rubba Cunningham, all students, including freshmen, who applied for lower arena seating will get it.

The rest of the tickets will be distributed according to the following schedule:

Sophomores—Wednesday Freshman—Thursday

Beginning Friday, approximately 3600 tickets will be available to all students who did not apply for tickets. They will be sold on a first-come, first-serve basis until they run out.

Interhall Football
MEN'S INTERHALL WOMEN'S INTERHALL
Paragon League
8 L T Pct. PA
Foley 5 0 .000

Dillon 5 0 .250

West 5 0 .500

Gates 5 0 .625

Leary League
Alumni 3 1 .750 32 7

Dillon 5 0 .250

West 5 0 .500

Hale 3 0 .429

West 5 0 .500

Morton 2 1 .500 16 47

Leary 1 0 .000

New 1 0 .000

Steffins 1 1 .500

Leary 1 0 .000

New 1 0 .000

Weekend's Results
Davenport 1 1 .500

Leary 1 0 .000

New 1 0 .000

Davenport 1 1 .500

Leary 1 0 .000

New 1 0 .000

Saturday's Results
Davenport 1 1 .500

Leary 1 0 .000

New 1 0 .000

Davenport 1 1 .500

Leary 1 0 .000

New 1 0 .000

Sunday's Results
Davenport 1 1 .500

Leary 1 0 .000

New 1 0 .000

Davenport 1 1 .500

Leary 1 0 .000

New 1 0 .000
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I am an AI language model and I do not have personal information about Agatha Christie's Ten Little Indians. However, I can help you with any questions you have about the book, its plot, or the characters. Please let me know how I can assist you!
Dillon, Stanford advance in playoffs

By DAVE MEAHON
Sports Writer

Dillon and Stanford, defending champions of their respective divisions, began the drive to another championship game with opening round victories Sunday in men's Interhall football action.

Top seed Alumni and No. 2 seed Fisher each received first-round byes. Using a defense that held up in critical situations, Dillon overcame a persistent Off Campus team with a 38-yard field goal by Kobi Schneider. The lone score of the game was booted on the last play of the first quarter. "I was greatly satisfied with the team's play," said Dillon captain Paul Drey. "We had a lot of guys hurt and the replacements did an exceptional job."

Both teams keyed on defense in the second half, trading interceptions. Off Campus used a strong passing attack to sustain one final drive in the fourth quarter. After taking over on their own 24, Off Campus used a screen pass to drive to the Dillon 49. But the Crime would intrude no downs to set up a field goal.

"I don't want to think about it," said Dillon captain Garry Breslin. "This is what we trained for all year, we were really encouraged by the positive attitude and willingness of the student body to make the drive a success," said Drey.

---

Flag football for a cause

NVA directs USF&G tournament for paralysis research

By KEVIN REISCH
Sports Writer

For the second consecutive year, Notre Dame will participate in a nationwide campaign to help find a cure for paralysis.

Notre Dame students and staff are eligible to enter a three-day flag football charity tournament occurring Nov. 11-13 at the Loftus All-Sports Center. All those who wish to take part in the event must register with a team of at least 10 players and submit a $25 entry fee to the Neuromuscular Research Office in the Joyce A.C. by Nov. 7.

The top moneymaking team in the nation wins a trip to the USF&G Sugar Bowl. In addition, the club that collects the most funds at Notre Dame receives $100 mini televisions for winning.

Last year, Notre Dame's drive raised over $6,300, the second highest amount in the country. Sally Derengoski, assistant director of NVA, hopes to raise the capture the number-one spot for fundraising.

"Last year, we were really encouraged by the positive attitude and willingness of the student body to make the drive a success," said Derengoski.

The important thing this year is to get students involved to raise money for an absolutely superb cause," said Bill McMahon, director of the Miami Project To Cure Paralysis.

In the fall of 1986 Buoniconti, then a linebacker for The Citadel, suffered a severed spinal cord while making a routine tackle, and became paralyzed from the neck down.

Marc's father, Nick, a former student lifeline for Notre Dame and the Miami Dolphins, has endeavored to tackle paralysis for a loss ever since that tragic play.

Buoniconti has arranged for the Miami Project To Cure Paralysis to come to campus to help find a cure for paralysis.

Buoniconti was third in the tissue recovery for Notre Dame, Auburn, and Cal-Berkeley all scheduled matches for the weekend, Loden expects the drive to capture local and national media attention on Nov. 12. The publicity will include a video news release of Nick Buoniconti's visit to Notre Dame.

"Notre Dame, being such a well-thought-of university, has the potential to be a bigger tournament," said Loden. "The average age that people realize paralysis is 19. That's why this event belongs on a college campus."
The Ballot

The following nominees will be submitted to the 24-member Honors Committee of the Basketball Hall of Fame. In order to be elected, a nominee needs 19 votes. The induction ceremonies are to be held in May.

Players

- Dave Bing
- K.C. Jones
- Larry Wilkens
- Earl Monroe
- Dave Cowens
- Walt Frazier
- Larry Bird
- Bob Pettit
- Walt Hazzard
- Dave Cowens
- Joe Namath
- Mychal Thompson
- Jack Twyman
- C. John Stockton
- Tom Gola
- Jack Lacob
- Jack Ramay
- Bill Robinson
- Zion Williams
- Pete Maravich
- Vic Bubas
- Curt Gowdy
- Larry O'Brien
- Cesare Rubini

Coaches

- Red Auerbach
- Lou Derringer
- Jack Hartman
- Jack Ramay
- Bill Robinson
- Bob Knight
- Vic Bubas
- Curt Gowdy
- Larry O'Brien
- Cesare Rubini

Notable

- Ben Cowens, the first black head coach at a Division I college when he took over Illinois State in 1970.

The names of the nominees will be submitted to the 24-member Honors Committee.

SPORST BRIEFS

A sportswriters meeting will be held today at 8 p.m. in the office of The Observer in the third floor of LaFortune. Any questions should be directed to Marty Strasen at 232-1471 or 239-5303. - The Observer

The NVA scuba meeting, originally scheduled for tonight, has been moved to Wednesday, Nov. 9. The brief informal meeting will be at the Rock Memorial Union 218 at 6:30 p.m. Classes will start the following Sunday. - The Observer

The ND crew team will hold a mandatory meeting for all novice members in room 123 of Nieuwland Science Hall tonight at 7:30. Those unable to attend should call Mike Hammet at x3232 or Karen Doty at 284-5146. - The Observer

The Off-Campus hockey team is holding signups for anyone wanting to play on the team. Those interested must sign up on the roster and show proof of insurance at the NVA office by today. The meeting will be held shortly after the roster deadline. Any questions should be directed to John Kirk at 289-1124. - The Observer

Items

continued from page 20

When I came here as a freshman, there was all there is to hold on to. Either it was that or listening to Gerry Faust brag about what "fine citizens" his 5-6 Irish would be.

Sophomore year came a breath of fresh air in the form of Lou Holtz, The Wit and The Wizard, The Coach and The Mentor. And what a difference that 5-6 season was from the previous year.

Then came last season and a return to "the big top," peaked by Tim Brown's Heisman-winning performance, that nothing is different, really. Notre Dame's football team is not a glorious past, is what has continued from page 16. 

When the Irish basketball team upset top-ranked North Carolina two seasons ago, NBC broadcaster Dick Emberg remarked that "if you can't be number one, the next best thing is to beat No. 1." Everyone wants a piece of the nation's top team. We did on October 15, and so will Rice this weekend. Then Penn State will have the same thing in mind later this month. And so will Southern Cal.

Let's not get complacent. Let's not write history yet. "Nothing has changed," noted Lou Holtz in yesterday's press conference. "There is not a single new player on the team since we started. It's not like we get an advantage." Holtz is right when he says that nothing is different, really. Notre Dame's football team is the same group of guys it was when AP ranked it No. 13 before the Michigan game.

The desire to put football in the end zone and hit people, not a glorious past, has won eight football games and that is what is necessary to win more.

Then we can start editing Wake Up The Echoes.

The NBA regular season gets underway Friday, featuring some familiar faces in new places. Above, Kurt Rambie, long-time L.A. Lakers, is now playing for the Charlotte Hornets.

Stipanovich to miss 20 games

Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS - Center Steve Stipanovich, who missed only seven games in his first five years in the NBA, will be out at least the first 20 games this season because of an ailing left knee.

An arthroscopic examination showed the problem to be isolated in the bone and not the joint structure.

"I think it's good news," said Pacers general manager Donnie Walsh, "because we now know how and when to deal with it. Still, until I hear otherwise, we're looking at six weeks (recovery time)."

Stipanovich underwent the examination on Monday. He apparently had received a hard blow that caused blood to stop supplying nutrients to the knee, causing the soreness, Walsh said.

Before the arthroscopic surgery, doctors weren't sure whether the irritation was in the joint or in the bone.

"My understanding is that the bone is the lesser of the two problems," said Walsh. "If there had been something wrong with the joint surface, that would have been major (similar to the injury that ended former Pacers Clark Kellogg's career), but it's not that."

"The question now is whether you just rest his left knee, or go ahead with a surgical procedure that could speed up the recovery process."

Broward County Health Department announced a hepatitis A outbreak in an area near Dania Beach Florida. The outbreak was linked to consumption of a bowl of chili at a local restaurant.

The Broward County Health Department is urging people who ate at Chili's Dania Beach location on October 31-November 4, 2018, to monitor for symptoms of hepatitis A and to get vaccinated. The health department is also recommending that anyone who ate at the location between October 24 and 30, 2018, get vaccinated.

Individuals who may have been exposed to hepatitis A should consult with their healthcare provider. For more information, contact the Broward County Health Department at 954-765-6600 or visit broward.gov/health.
NCAA suspends Kansas basketball

Associated Press

MISSION, Kan. - Kansas, the defending national college basketball champion, was put on a three-year probation Tuesday by the NCAA for recruiting violations and will not be allowed to defend its title.

In addition to being barred from postseason play in the first year of the probation, the Jayhawks will not be allowed to have paid campus recruiting visits in 1988 and will be stripped of one scholarship during that period.

The NCAA also ordered the school to "show cause" why it should not be penalized further if it fails to disassociate three unnamed boosters from the program "based upon their involvement in violations of NCAA rules."

The NCAA seriously considered imposing the most extreme sanction - "the death penalty" - which would have shut down the basketball program for an entire year. Only Southern Methodist's football program has felt the wrath of that punishment.

"Kansas was on the bubble, so to speak," said David Berst, assistant Kansas director for enforcement. "I'm sure there was a lot of discussion on that point, but no severe violations involved any of the players who were on the team. It was a tough decision."

The report by the Infractions Committee said the investigation which uncovered the violations at Kansas was started by telephones call from a "confidential informant" dealing with the recruitment of a "highly visible transfer student-athlete."

Reports have linked former Memphis State guard Vincent Askew to the probe although the NCAA announcement did not identify anyone. Askew was recruited by Kansas and then-coach Larry Brown and spent the summer of 1986 on campus.

He then returned to Memphis without playing for the Jayhawks.

Brown is now coaching the San Antonio Spurs of the NBA.

Miller Newton, a senior forward who batted .271, hit 11 homers and drove in 44 runs for the Cincinnati Reds, was named the Jackie Robinson National League Rookie of the Year Tuesday by the Baseball Writers Association of America.

Sabo received 79 points and 11 first-place votes from a panel of 24 writers, two from each NL city. First baseman Mark Grace of the Chicago Cubs was second with 61 points and right-hander Tim Belcher of the Los Angeles Dodgers was third with 38.

Ron Gant of the Atlanta Braves had 22 points and Roberto Alomar of the San Diego Padres had 11. Damon Berryhill of the Cubs and
dropped down weeping during a news conference on the Lawrence, Kan. campus and left the room. He returned a few minutes later to say the probation "hit me like a ton of bricks."

"I thought I wasn't going to be seriously affected by it, but I am," Newton said. "We still have a couple of goals to shoot for, like winning the conference and the Big Eight tournament. I think it will make us play harder."

Kansas officials who complained about the delay in deciding the case had no idea the program stood on the edge of the death penalty.

Bert said the delay was caused partly by deliberations on whether to give Kansas the death penalty.

But instead of being the second school to get that penalty, the Jayhawks became the first NCAA basketball champions penalized from defending their title.

"Because we believe the university effectively presented its case, and we believe the NCAA committee gave us a fair hearing, we will not appeal," Bob Frederick, athletic director, said at the campus news conference. "We are obviously disappointed with the penalties but we accept them. It's time to put it past the back of us."

Kansas must make annual reports on action it is taking during the probationary period to bring its program into compliance with NCAA rules, including a full audit of athletes' summer jobs. It also must make annual reports on wages and salaries paid to players employed in university summer camps and camps operated by the school's athletic staff.

The NCAA said violations included improper inducements with a total value of at least $1,244 to the unnamed recruit, including clothing and airline tickets.

Kansas could still play in the Big Eight postseason tournament, which decides the conference's automatic qualifier to the NCAA tournament, if other Big Eight schools agree to it.

Red's Sabo named NL Rookie of Year

Associated Press

NEW YORK - Third baseman Chris Sabo, who batted .271, hit 11 homers and drove in 44 runs for the Cincinnati Reds, was named the Jackie Robinson National League Rookie of the Year Tuesday by the Baseball Writers Association of America.

Sabo received 79 points and 11 first-place votes from a panel of 24 writers, two from each NL city. First baseman Mark Grace of the Chicago Cubs was second with 61 points and right-hander Tim Belcher of the Los Angeles Dodgers was third with 38.

Ron Gant of the Atlanta Braves had 22 points and Roberto Alomar of the San Diego Padres had 11. Damon Berryhill of the Cubs and
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The little things’ earn Culver a chance to play

Freshman fullback scores first touchdown

By FRANK PASTOR
Sports Writer

Rodney Culver believes the little things often count the most.

Whether he is gearing up for the football season or planning his future, the freshman running back from Detroit, Mich., likes to be prepared, which means mastering the fundamentals.

"Everybody at this level has talent," observed Culver. "When I first came to Notre Dame, they told me that I had a good chance to play, but you have to learn the fundamentals. When you execute the little things right, things begin to come together." And come together they have for the 6-4, 212-pound Culver. In four games for the Irish this season, he has rushed with 29 times for 140 yards, a spectacular 7.0-yard average. He scored 36 yards against Purdue, and last week broke off the left side for 38-yard touchdown run in Notre Dame's 27-21 win over Rice.

"As soon as (quarterback) Tony (Rice) handed me the ball, I knew I wasn't going to be there (on the left side of the line)," recalled Culver. "All I had to do was make a cut, then I realized I had to use some ability (to score). Maybe when I got into the end zone, the guys hit me, but then I slid off.

"It was wide open. All I had to do was one spin move, and the composite team that turned in against heavy odds was referring to the inspired stage is set for the winless prospects the films and they're well-Don't think they'll be prepared holds for.

"I think Rodney Culver's found a home at running back," said Strong. "We had him at strong safety at first. He was an excellent defensive back in high school, and when we brought him in at running back, we had a need in the secondary and we put him down there for awhile.

"The day we were having a goal-line scrimmage and Coach Holtz put Rodney in at running back. He had a chance to do some things to catch Coach's eye, so we've left him there since that particular time."

The various position changes were nothing new to Culver, who played on both sides of the ball at St. Martin de Porres High School in Detroit. A three-year letterman in football, basketball and track, Culver performed at running back and defensive back for a team which won the state championship during his freshman season.

He compiled 1,548 yards rushing, including 20 touchdows and one punt return. He also caught 12 passes for 147 yards and an additional three touchdowns. Defensively, he made 57 tackles and intercepted three passes on the year.

Culver chose to attend Notre Dame for its long-term educational benefits. He feels its the best place for him, and the situation its football field might be best for Culver as well, learning from veterans like Bawle, Anthony Johnson, Mark Green, and Ryan Mihalko.

"I used to get corrected a lot," admitted Culver, "and I was wondering sometimes, 'What's wrong with these guys'? They were intense. They used to tell me, 'Don't worry, you'll get used to it.' They want us (the freshmen) to be very efficient in what we're doing, to get the job done. They helped me learn the system here.

"As long as we're playing the right way, we're doing what we're supposed to be doing, and we're not going to be very far away." Culver shares more than just football with his fellow freshmen. According to Strong, Culver also makes his share of mistakes.

But before any of the veteran players would help Culver, he had to first earn their respect. His solid special teams' play impressed both the veterans and the coaches.

We expect freshmen to contribute to the kicking game," said Strong. "If they're going to come in and play as freshmen in the first place, they're going to have to do a great job on special teams. Rodney's done a good job on special teams, and I think that's just a carryover to the fullback position."

Culver shares more than just special teams responsibilities with his fellow freshmen. According to Strong, Culver also makes his share of mistakes.

The Observer / Suzanne Rown

Stage is set, but Owls doubt outcome will be tragic

Associated Press

HOUStON - Rice corner- back Rodney Rice says the Owls stage is set for the winless Owls' 1-3-1 record against No. 1 ranked Notre Dame. It's being cast as a tragedy by some of the Owls, but it excites the Owls to give a command performance.

"I think we'll take them lightly because they've seen the films and they're well-coached and they're strong," said Rice. "I don't think they'll be prepared for what we'll bring up there.

The Owls will take along the nation's longest losing streak, now at 14 losses, but Rice was referring to the inspirational performances the Owls have turned in of late.

"They've been leaning on each other, taking a few breaks. We've just been inches away for so long."

The Owls (5-5) will try to catch the Fighting Irish just as they have been elevated to the No. 1 spot in The Associated Press poll.

Rice hasn't won a game since it defeated Southwest Texas State 38-30 Sept. 30, 1987, and the Owls haven't had a winning season since 1983.

"We've had a lot of great players so it's a matter of us being a great team.

"We go out every week against Texas A&M now and now Notre Dame, and everyone expects us to get blown away. It's a driving force for us."

The Owls have lost to the Texas Aggies 21-14 and 11th-ranked A&M 21-4, much closer margins than expected, the past two weeks.

They have shown improvement since Coach Jerry Berndt closed workouts before the three games of the season and pulled a quarterback switch.

He moved starting quarterback Donald Hollas to defense and put Todd Houston in at quarterback.

Culver every other day, he has carried the ball for 20 yards, a spectacular 36 yards for a touchdown against Connecticut.

• An汕tllon also scored 147 against the Owls.

The College of Science Distinguished Scholar Lecture Series

Professor John Keith Rigby

Dinosaurs: Sweat, Sex and Extinction

November 3rd
8:00 PM
Galvin Life Sciences Auditorium (Room 283)
12:10-1:00 p.m. Closed Meeting of Alcoholics Anonymous, Holy Cross House.

1:00 p.m. Soccer: ND vs. Wisconsin-Green Bay, Moose Krause Stadium.

7:00 and 9:15 p.m. Graduate Student Union Film Series, "Roots." Library Auditorium. Each showing will be followed by a discussion.

LECTURE CIRCUIT

9-10:30 a.m. "Rhetorical Form in the Historiography of Philosophy," by Prof. Mark Jordan, ND Program of Liberal Studies, Room 131 Decio.

12 p.m. "Men and Women Migrants in the 19th Century and Their Image of America," by Prof. Dirk Hoerder, University of Bremen, West Germany, Library Lounge.

3:30 p.m. "Multipole Calculation of Complex Fluid Flows," by Dr. S.P. Vanka, Argonne National Laboratory, Room 356 Fitzpatrick Hall.


NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1. Chere
2. Heroic poetry
3. By the early light...
4. "The Time Machine" race
5. Part of Boone's gear
6. Indian, e.g.
7. .. ...
8. Parkinson, of Parkinson's Law
9. Named hostess of yore
10. Pastor piece
11. "... but known...
12. "You're the tune"

24. Inside Com. form
25. Extend a subscription
26. Prince Charles's dates
27. Swamy area
29. Half of third of a dance
30. Author Segal
31. Subway rider's aid
32. Park of Adams --
33. -- he-Shanah
34. Last Night," 1986 film
35. Defeat narrowly, with "but"
36. Loosen a lariat
37. Begin's one-time group
38. Half or third of a
39. Attain
40. Machine race
41. Part of Boone's dance beveragegear
42. "--Last locale of yore Night," 1986 film
43. --, bosses
44. "--Last locale..."
45. At. no. 74
46. One of Menachem's bosses
47. "--, Oriental Pita Supreme
48. "Turn-left, Dobbin"
49. They are ducks!
50. "...Last locale of yore Night," 1986 film
51. Nine-sided figures
53. Atlan
55. Cols. bossess
56. Hopper's game
58. Corporate ID's
64. -- Pakistan's locale
66. Mode
68. Dashell's contemporary
70. Carry on
71. Christmas point
72. Arabian gulf
73. -- de mots

DINNER MENUS

Notre Dame Pasta Bar
Fried Catfish
Chix Fried SteakGravy
Saint Mary's Savory Baked Chicken
Beef Enchiladas
Spinach CrepesCheese Sauce
Bloomfield Deli Bar

COMICS

Bloom County

Berke Breathed

The Far Side

Gary Larson

Fall Fun Week!

Wednesday

Final Round Win, Lose or Draw

5:15 - 6:30

Medieval Obstacle Course

4:00 - 5:00

South Quad

Movie Spectacular

7:00 - 9:00

Theodore's

Sponsored by

STUDENT UNION BOARD
**Irish host Green Bay in final home soccer match**

**Last hurrah for 'Tiger'**

**Belles end fall seasons**

**Volleyball places 6th at SMC Invitational**

**Top ranking won't rewrite history—yet**

**Irish Items**